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Abstract
This article identifies why large-scale multisided civil conflict lasts for so long. The simple
answer is that groups engaged in such conflicts have opportunities to achieve coveted ends
like dominance and/or revenge by killing members of other groups. We focus on killing
events and their temporal ordering rather than on rates. From this perspective, we identify
how purely endogenous dynamics lead to conflict continuity and more unusually, conflict
failure, or peace. The empirical case we consider is the Northern Ireland “Troubles,”
1969–2001.
Keywords
events, networks, continuity, conflict

Introduction
On March 10, 1971, three Irish Republican Army (IRA) men walked into a Belfast bar and
started drinking with a few other guys who turned out to be British soldiers. The IRA men
convinced the soldiers to continue their drinking on a nearby hillside and when they got
them drunk enough, executed them. That was the 30th killing event of the Northern Ireland
“Troubles.”
Why this killing at that moment? Our instinct would be to try to answer that question by
looking back in time to find some motive. Maybe the IRA was avenging a previous killing,
and if so, the motive for this killing would be revenge. And indeed, on the fifth day of heavy
rioting between Catholics and Protestants in North Belfast, a British Army (hereafter, BA)
sniper shot James Saunders, a known IRA man, on Old Bank Road. Saunders died because
some British soldiers purposefully delayed the arriving ambulance. This murder is potentially
linked to the first killing by revenge. If this were the case, the IRA took the opportunity of
drinking with soldiers to exact revenge. But why did the British let Saunders bleed to death?
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Well, six months before the IRA killed the British soldiers on the hillside—and five
months before the British soldiers killed James Saunders—two officers of the Royal Ulster
Constabulary (RUC) were called to investigate an abandoned Ford Cortina in Armagh.
Finding the doors locked, they tried to pry them open, detonating a hidden explosive. The
IRA claimed responsibility for this killing. Perhaps James Saunders’s death was revenge by
the British army for the killing of their allies in the RUC.
The search in the past for a motive for a subsequent event leads to an infinite regress and
invites accounts of event sequences that are just-so stories. And yet in periods of large-scale
civil conflict, killings result from killings that produce further killing in a long and complex
series of causal chains. The argument of this article is that understanding how killings yield
subsequent killings is not one that existing strategies for making sense of conflict consider.
By focusing on the fact that there are chains of killing that bind violence over time, we
develop a method for observing the set of opportunities that groups have to achieve desirable
ends (like revenge or domination) by killing. By focusing on the choices (to kill and whom
to kill) that they do make from the opportunities that they have, we can infer what groups try
to do when they kill members of other groups, as an overall profile. This leads us to a network perspective in which killings are seen as interaction events that tie perpetrators of
violence (senders) with victims (receivers), where both perpetrators and victims are organizational groups, such as the IRA and BA.
Civil violence is typically seen as motivated by class, sectarian, and/or ethnic ties (in feelings of injustice or deprivation, religiosity, or ethnic identity) that arise when a conjunction
of macro-level factors (state breakdown, social change, economic collapse, etc.) rupture
extant and underlying cleavages and open abstract “political opportunities” for violence
(Chirot and Ragin 1975; Collier, Hoeffler, and Soderbom 2004; Skocpol 1979). The approach
we develop here differs from the extant literature in three ways. First, rather than focus on
conflict onset, we focus on the one fact that large-scale civil conflicts share: that they involve
one killing after another over very long periods. Second, we focus on killing events and their
temporal ordering rather than rates. When one focuses on rates, the specific order in which
events occur is lost. Finally, we seek an explanation of conflict continuity in terms of the
linkages that exist between the killing events that compose the conflict. Our goal is to show
how the focus on the order of killing and behavior of groups can contribute to explaining
why conflicts endure. From this perspective, we identify how purely endogenous dynamics
lead to conflict continuity and more unusually, conflict failure, or peace.
The context we explore is the 30-year conflict in Northern Ireland. The length of this
conflict is not unusual. Lebanon erupted in conflict in 1975, which then lasted for 15 years.
Conflict in Sierra Leone began in 1991 and ended in 2002. In Sri Lanka, civil war started in
1983 and ended in 2009. The Guatemalan conflict endured for 36 years, from 1960 to 1996.
These conflicts appear in heterogeneous contexts. In some, deep-seated religious cleavages
dominate. In others, ethnic, class, or territorial cleavages appear more salient. In some
instances, conflict follows state collapse. It is sociologically striking that across conflicts
vastly different in content that the characteristic that they all share is their duration.
The problem with just-so stories—starting with an outcome and making up a causal story
by linking events seemingly related to it that happened in the past—is that they do not provide a way for us to see all the other things that groups in the conflict could have done at the
same time. To break free of just-so stories, we need to focus on the mechanisms by which
killing events produce subsequent killing events. In any complex conflict involving multiple
groups, the opportunities for further killing overlap and interweave throughout the duration
of conflict. For this reason, the opportunities that groups have to kill can be considered pathways to violence. These pathways are such that a next killing can happen in multiple ways.
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Figure 1. The view of the proximate past as a series of killing events providing opportunities to exact/
achieve revenge, categorical revenge, and dominance.

If there are lots of opportunities for a next killing, then the likelihood that there will be a next
killing is higher than if there are few such opportunities. It is a truism that violence ends
when there is no reason to kill. If, for example, revenge was the motive for killing and no
groups had any prior killings to avenge, they would not kill. Our analytical strategy shows
that violence ends when there are no more pathways to violence.

Revenge and Domination
Assume that when groups kill, they are pursuing some interactional motive and that one can
capture this motive as a configuration of interaction that arises from their specific past. We
start with two of the known motives for killing, revenge and dominance (Gould 2002, 2003;
Papachristos 2009). Revenge can be either direct or generalized (categorical). The interaction configurations that these motives arise from are shown in Figure 1. In simple terms, one
group may kill another because they want to get back at them (direct revenge), dominate
them or some other group, or are friends of a group they want to get back at (categorical or
generalized revenge). Direct revenge is commonly thought to be a central motive for killing
(Elster 1990; Gould 2002; Kalyvas 2006). The friends of ones’ enemies are also enemies,
and so revenge may be achieved by killing them. When conflicts assume a categorical
shape—Catholic versus Protestant, Bosnian versus Serb—the exercise of generalized
revenge would mean that groups frame revenge not at the group level but at the categorical
level.
Revenge is easy to represent. Consider group A, one of whose members has been killed
by someone in group B. Represent that first killing as B→A. Revenge of the B→A killing is
achieved by A→B. It is more complex for categorical revenge. One configuration of categorical revenge, from the perspective of focal actor A, is Cx→Ay, Ay→Bx. Here, a focal
group, A, of category y (say, Catholic) has a member killed by an actor in Group C, which is
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of category x (i.e., Cx→Ay). Subsequently, A kills a member of group B who is also of category x instead of directly attacking C. A second configuration of categorical revenge, from
the perspective of a focal actor, is Bx→Cy, Ay→Bx. Here, an actor, B, who is of category x
attacks actor C who is of category y, which then prompts actor A who is of category y to
attack actor B. A third configuration of categorical revenge is more diffuse: Cx→Dy,
Ay→Bx. Here, if actor C who is of category y receives violence from actor D who is of
category x, the focal actor A who is of category y attacks actor B who is of category x. Such
a configuration involves four actors.
Transitivity is the basic configuration for dominance (Chase 1980). A transitivity configuration, from the perspective a focal actor A, appears as: A→B, B→C, A→C. Transitivities
produced from killing ties produce linear dominance hierarchies. Here, dominance is the
achievement of a transitive configuration of killing ties from the perspective of a focal actor.
These three configurations—revenge, categorical revenge, and dominance—provide possible motives for killing. They do not exhaust all possible motives, and groups may kill without any of these motives in play. But they do cover the reasons for killing most often
described in the literature. Answering the question of which motive predominates for whom
is crucial for understanding the dynamics of violence.

Case and data
The empirical evidence for this article comes from Northern Ireland. We rely on Sutton’s
([1994] 2001) and McKittrick et al.’s (2001) complete inventory of the killings attributable
to the 32-year conflict, which include the date and exact location, the group(s) responsible,
and the group and/or religious affiliation of decedents to identify all the killings that compose the conflict as it unfolds. The actors in our analysis are the militarized groups, such as
the British Army, the Irish Republican Army, and the Ulster Volunteer Force (hereafter,
UVF), among others. We define an interaction as a unique and directed killer-victim tie on a
particular day at a particular location. We transform deaths of individuals to killing events.
From these events, 24 groups were active, to some degree, throughout the Northern Irish
conflict. Eighteen of these groups are perpetrators of violence, and 20 are victims. We aggregate less active groups into “Other” groups, doing so by their political identities. Our analysis is based on 10 groups, with 3 of those groups being “Other Loyalist,” “Other Republican,”
and “Other Security.” The distribution of killing is very uneven. Three of the groups (the
IRA, the UVF, and the BA) account for 72 percent of the events.

Achievement of opportunities
One can assume that action is directed toward achieving a desired end, but we cannot assume
that just because a killing achieves revenge that it was motivated by revenge. To determine
which reason may have been in play, one needs further information. This is because in complex multisided conflicts, a single killing often accomplishes more than one goal. The problem, from an analytical standpoint, is that when killings achieve multiple configurations at
the same time, the killing conceals which motive might have been behind it. To illustrate
how common the problem is, we consider empirical data. Figure 1 represents eight killings
that took place in 1971. Each circle represents a group. In the top row are the perpetrators of
killing, who kill the bottom row, the victims. We take one focal killing, an IRA→BA killing
(though the principle applies to all killings) and one focal group, the IRA (though the principle applies to all groups). The focal killing is the one we started with, the execution of the
three soldiers on the hill. From the IRA point of view, right before they walked into the bar,
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Figure 2. Opportunities for revenge, categorical revenge, and domination taken and missed by the Irish
Republican Army at moment (8), March 10, 1971.

from moment (8), we can ask: What events do they see when they look back into their proximate past?
From prior events in their proximate past arise opportunities. The IRA can only see those
opportunities relevant to them, in their specific past. One prior opportunity that they see is
for dominance, the source of which is from moments (1) and (3), the UVF→BA killing
linked to the IRA→UVF killing. The IRA→BA killing could be a dominance killing because
it places the IRA at the top of a transitive linear hierarchy: IRA→UVF→BA. Complicating
matters is that at the same time, the IRA also sees opportunities for revenge and categorical
revenge, and by targeting the BA, they achieve those goals—or those configurations—as
well. The source of the revenge is from moment (2), when BA→IRA. This is the James
Saunders killing. The source of the categorical revenge opportunity is from moment (4),
when (RUC) kills a member of the→Official Irish Republican Army (OIRA). Thus, a killing
can achieve multiple configurations at the same time. The opportunities the IRA sees and the
outcomes they achieve by the killing at moment (8) are also shown in Figure 1.
It follows that one cannot answer the question of which opportunity any group takes at
any moment by looking at an outcome and assembling a story that leads to that outcome
because such a strategy results in multiple plausible stories without any guidance as to how
to mediate between them. Yet the fact that any one killing can achieve multiple configurations at the same time reveals a previously elusive empirical reality: At every moment, there
are multiple action potentials, only some of which get fulfilled, leaving others unfulfilled. It
is straightforward to demonstrate that there is unfulfilled action potential at every moment.
We show in Figure 2 that while the IRA achieves a dominance, revenge, and categorical
revenge configuration when they act at this moment to kill a member of the BA, they miss
other opportunities that they could have achieved had they killed members of other groups.
Consider two such opportunities. One dominance opportunity, pieced together from events
(3) and (6), could have been achieved had the IRA killed some members of the OIRA. A
second dominance opportunity, from events (3) and (5), could have been achieved had the
IRA killed some Protestant civilians (PC). By not killing members of the OIRA or PC at
moment (8), the IRA misses each of these opportunities.
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For the IRA, the exact same moment in time is composed of multiple opportunities—
and they take advantage of only some of those. Had the IRA not killed at (8) at all, they
would have missed the dominance, revenge, and categorical revenge opportunities that
they did achieve. This is what happens to the other groups. Every group has some amount
of opportunity over every moment of killing. Thus, while we have shown this for the IRA,
it is possible to do this for all other groups over all moments. The fact that some opportunities do not get realized does not make them any less real to the actors observing them.
Opportunities are the experience of actors with respect to killings in their past. Against
this background, the first analytical task is to ascertain all of the opportunities for all of the
groups at every moment. Then we can see which opportunities are regularly taken and
which are regularly missed.
From the perspective of a group, they can take an opportunity only with killing and so
confront three possibilities at any moment: (1) They can kill and achieve an opportunity, (2)
they can kill but miss an opportunity, and (3) they can miss an opportunity. The opportunities
that groups regularly take are their motives for killing. Groups that never take dominance
opportunities but always take revenge opportunities, for example, would be characterized as
actors who pursue revenge, not dominance. By knowing both the opportunities that are taken
and the opportunities that are missed, one can construct the probability that an opportunity
leads to killing measured over all moments of interaction. Formalizing how one can ascertain all of the opportunities for all of the actors prior to every moment of interaction requires
identifying the relevant past from which network objects arise. We need a strategy of analysis to identify the entire set of opportunities observed by every group prior to every killing—
both the opportunities that get taken as well as the opportunities that are missed. It is
important to realize that each group has different opportunities: Their pasts differ. There is
no single view of the past.

Opportunities Taken and Missed
At every moment in time, every actor will have some amount of opportunity prior to every
next interaction. Every moment in time can be described by a temporal distribution of opportunity for every actor. These distributions are shown in Figure 3, where the solid line represents dominance opportunities, the dotted line revenge opportunities, and the dot-dashed
line categorical revenge opportunities. The y-axes across the different types of opportunities
and for each group are all the same, which reveals the heterogeneity of opportunity between
groups in the shape of the distribution over the duration of conflict as a whole.
From Figure 3, we observe that groups differ in their average amounts of opportunity over
the duration of conflict. The IRA, for example, has more opportunities of any given type
than does the UDA, and on average, the UDA has more opportunities than does the INLA.
But a group’s average amount of opportunity has no relationship with their level of perpetration. For example, the UVF and IRA have similar amounts of opportunity, but the IRA kills
more than four times as often. This heterogeneity of opportunity matters only to the degree
that groups regularly take one type of opportunity over another. Thus, the fact that the IRA
has a high number of dominance opportunities matters for understanding killing only if the
IRA regularly pursues dominance, in which case they would regularly have reasons to kill—
which they do.
For the IRA and many other groups, the shape of the distributions for dominance, revenge,
and categorical revenge are quite similar, rising and falling around the same moments. Other
groups have opportunities only at particular moments. The most obvious result revealed
from Figure 3 is that at any given moment, multiple groups have some opportunity, the same
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Figure 3. Groups differ on exposure to opportunities.

group has multiple opportunities of any given type, and the same group has multiple types
of opportunity.

The timing of killing and orientation to opportunities
One requires multivariate analysis to mediate between the types of opportunities that groups
take with the timing of their killing, which will allow one to discern the partial relationship
between opportunity and killing. The multivariate model is a logistic equation, as follows:
y gt = g +1 * DOM gt + 2 *REVgt + 3 *CATREVgt ,

where α is the group-level intercept, DOM is the number of dominance (or transitive) opportunities that group g has at moment m, REV is the number of revenge (or reciprocity) opportunities that group g has at moment m, and CATREV is the number of categorical revenge
opportunities that group g has at moment m. The model is specified separately for each
group.
The basic intuition is that if groups regularly take a particular type of opportunity, then
groups should be more likely to kill when they have more opportunities of that type than
expected by chance alone. We use a permutation test to derive an exact distribution of the
logistic parameter across the three opportunity types. Killings are temporally ordered, and so
their permutation would preserve how much groups kill but would randomly shuffle when
they kill. The multivariate logistic parameter is calculated with each randomized permutation of the moments in which groups kill. We preserve the observed temporal distributions
of opportunity and therefore the number of opportunities that groups actually observe prior
to every moment of killing.
Figure 4 reports the results from this procedure. The rows are groups, and columns are
the three types of opportunity. Each row is a separate equation for each group. Each cell is
the distribution of the logistic parameter produced from 1,000 random permutations of the
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Figure 4. Expressing more motives leads to more killing.

moments in which groups kill. The symbols imposed on the distributions show the
observed parameter located on the distribution obtained from repeated random permutations. The diamonds are greater than two standard deviations above the mean.
Figure 4 suggests how killings produce subsequent killings. There are four things to note.
First, there are more groups who kill when they have dominance opportunities than groups
who kill when they have opportunities for revenge. Second, two groups, the IRA and the BA,
regularly kill when they have revenge opportunities. Third, only the timing of killing by the
IRA is related to two types of opportunity. Fourth, only the INLA regularly engages in killing only when they have categorical revenge opportunities. Figure 4 also identifies which
opportunities are not pursued. The IRA does not kill when they have categorical revenge
opportunities, and the BA does not kill when they have dominance opportunities. Perhaps
the most critical issue is what groups do when they don’t have a motive to kill. The simple
answer is that none of them kill.

Why groups kill who they kill when they kill
Having addressed the problem of why groups kill when they kill, we now turn to why groups
kill who they kill when they kill. This question of targeting can be answered by trying to
understand more directly how regularly groups take an opportunity and so achieve a particular outcome. The taking of an opportunity involves achieving a configuration for which one
has an opportunity.
If groups kill at a particular moment to achieve some outcome, they should target other
groups with whom they have that opportunity—and so achieve that outcome frequently.
There is heterogeneity with respect to the proportion of times that groups achieve the various
configuration outcomes they may desire when they have at least one opportunity. This heterogeneity may reflect an important exogenous factor—resources. The IRA, for example,
achieves a dominance configuration 31 percent of the time when they have at least one
opportunity to do so, compared with 19 percent for the UVF. This aside, our goal, in general,
is to ascertain which opportunities, if any, lead to killing. This requires us to make statistical
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Figure 5. Ceasefires and peace talks take place when opportunities are numerous.

inference around parameter estimates and pay particular attention to the eight candidate
motives, as identified from the results in Figure 4. From Figure 4, we observe that only eight
of the opportunities are taken with any regularity: The IRA takes dominance and revenge
opportunities; the British Army takes revenge opportunities; the UVF, RUC, and OIRA take
only dominance opportunities; and the INLA takes only categorical revenge opportunities.
By pursuing two types of opportunity, the IRA almost always has a reason to act.

The continuation of killing
Now that we have identified which opportunities lead to killing, we are in a position to
answer why the Northern Ireland conflict continued for so long. There are eight principle
group-specific motives that undergird group violence. In Figure 5, we report their simultaneous temporal distribution in three dimensions. The x-axis is over the duration of conflict, the
y-axis is the number of opportunities for the given type, and the z-axis identifies the five
types of opportunity that are systematically pursued by these groups. As Figure 5 reports,
historical moments are variably fecund with respect to the number of unique opportunities
for achieving a goal that they provide. Periods with few opportunities are blighted in the
sense that groups have fewer ways to achieve dominance or exact revenge. But when a
moment is more fecund, its continuation is less problematic than when it is more barren,
when continuation is at greater risk of failure. As shown in Figure 5, the conflict in Northern
Ireland continues during moments where there are multiple pathways to violence. In fecund
moments, the inaction of one actor can be met by killing by another. In contrast, violence is
more likely to end when there are very few pathways to violence, there are very few opportunities, and groups no longer have as many reasons to kill as they did before. Ironically,
peace talks and ceasefires happen when people have the greatest motivation to react to the
intensity of violence and convince the main participants to sit down and talk. That motivation peaks with opportunities. Is it any wonder, then, why peace talks fail? There are just too
many opportunities to take. Instead, conflict ends when, as is evident, there are no more
reasons to kill. One can observe missed opportunities for peace in Northern Ireland, specifically in late 1977, when opportunities were few.
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Conclusion
In this article, we focus directly on events to identify the potential endogenous mechanisms
of killing. By showing how killings become related in unfolding but smaller scale intertwined group-specific histories, our approach allows us to see how violence gets tied to
subsequent violence and therefore how hard it is to break out of a cycle of killing. Current
conflicts raging in various parts of the world provide an unsettling reminder that civil violence continues over long durations. That is because in multisided conflicts, many groups
have reasons to kill, reasons provided to them as opportunities to achieve coveted ends such
as revenge or dominance. An important irony, visible from Figure 5, is that peace efforts
occur when the intensity of conflict increases and hence when opportunities to kill abound.
It is no wonder they fail. A second irony is that it is “peacekeepers” like the BA who propel
conflict forward. In the Northern Ireland case, peace becomes possible when the number of
actors decreases. Most critical in this regard was the departure of the BA.
Of course, anyone recommending that peacekeepers depart from conflict zones because
what peacekeepers actually do is sustain killing has to believe ending conflict is an ultimate
ideal. And that is not so obvious. The conflict in Sri Lanka ended because the government
drove the Tamil Tigers to the sea and slaughtered all of them.
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